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Origin of Critical Substrate Bias in Variable Threshold Yoltage CMOS
D-2-5

1. Introduction
Variable threshold voltage CMOS (VTCMOS) has

recently attracted much attention for ultra-low power
!!.1 qpntications at low supply voltage (VoJ -tt4l.
Utilizing the body effect, the threshold v-oltage (V,6) can
be controlled by the substrate bias (Vur), which makes it
p_ossible to obtain high V6 in the stand-by mode and low
Vn in the active mode in the same devices. Therefore,
while off-cunent in the stand-by mode is fixed to low
level, on-current can be enhanced in the active mode.
The V6 shift is given by

AV,n = TlAVul, (t)
wheqe 1 is the body effect factor [5]. According to
eq.(l), larger y results in larger AV*, but it is well known
that the devices with larger y have smaller on-current
due to degraded subthreshold characteristic and smailer
transconductance [5]. Koura et al. have systematically
investigated these competing factors and found that
larger y results in higher or?-current when the substrate
bias can be changed more than a critical voltage (V") [6J,
as shown in !ig. 1. Therefore, Vo is a very important
parameter in VTCMOS, because the optimum deiign of
y depends on relation between lAV6l and Vo. Srnatter
Vo is desirable to obtain higher oz-current. However,
the mechanism that determines Vo has not been fully
understood. In this paper, we have studied the origin oi
Vo by means of device simulation t7l and found that V"
has two different components. It is also found that Vo
is scaled as the technology advances and VTCMOS wili
be very effective in the future.
2. Simulation and Results

Figure 2 shows the device structure assumed in this
work. Assuming an ideal step-shape profile and
changing depth and concentration of the-upper layer, the
depletion width (hence 1) and V6 can Ue lndependently
changed. Figure 3(a) shows the dependence of activb
o/r-current on lAV6rl and y at a fixed Lff.stanauv. It is
found that there is a critical value of lAVsrl (V") and
larger y results in higher on-current when lAV6sl ) Vo.
On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows the dependence of
the threshold voltage on lAV65l and y. Ii should be
noted that another critical value of lAV6rl (Vor) can be
defined in terms of V6. When lAVurl ( Vor, larger y
results in higher V6 in the active mode, while larger y
results in lower V6 when lAVurl)Vor.
3. Discussions
Two Components of Vo

Since there are two drawbacks to the devices with
larger y, Vo is expected to have two components. One
is a voltage to compensate for the degraded subthreshold
characteristics and the other for the degraded
transconductance. Figure 4 illustrates the compensation
mechanism. Without rhe subsrrate bias (lAV;l = 0V),
or?-current of larger y device is smaller due to not only
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higher V6 but also smaller transconductance. When
lAV6rl = Vol, the difference of V6, due to degraded
subthreshold characteristics is cancelled, while or?-current
remains lower due to smaller tansconfuctance. Therefore,
in order to achieve the same or?-current, further substrate
bias (=Voz) is required. Voz is considered to
compensate for the degraded transconductance and
defined as the difference between Vo and Vor (i.e. Vo =
Vor * Voz).
Dependence of Vo on lofr,standby and Vaa

Va6 decreases as technology advances and Lr,stanauy
changes depending on the applications. Thereforg
dependence of Vo on them is one of the concerns.
Figure 5(a) shows the Lfistanauy dependence of Vo. It is
interesting to notice that Ve1 snd Vo2 have the opposite
dependency. As tr,sanau, increases, Vor decreases due
to decreasing difference of V6, with the same offcunent
t8]. On the other hand, as Lr,sanauy increases, Vo2
increases. This is due to the increase of gate overdrive
(Vao-VrrJ, which makes on-sJrrent less sensitive to.Vth
and requires larger AV*,. This dependence of Vo2 on
gate overdrive can be seen more clearly in the V66
dependence. Figure 5O) shows the V66 dependence of
Vo. While Vor has no dependence on Vaa, Y oz
drastically decreases with decreasing Vaa, which results
in the reduction of Vo.
Trend of Voin the Future

Figure 6 shows the trend of Vo and its components.
Two scaling scenarios are assumed for the stand-by
off-canent according to ITRS t9l. As technology
advances, bpth Vs1 and Vo2 decrease due to the increase
of Ltrsanauy-'olld the reduction of Vaa, respectively.
These results indicate that the required lAVurl for high
on-current will be scaled down and VTCMOS can
maintain its advantage in the future.
4. Conclusions

The critical substrate bias, Vo, which is one of the
most important parameters in the optimum design of
VTCMOS, has been systematically investigated and
clarified. It is found that Vo is determined by two
mechanisms, which have been successfully separated
and evaluated. One is related to subthreshold
characteristics and depends on off-cunent, while the
other is related to transconductance and depends on
supply voltage and off stJrrent. It is also found that Vo
will decrease in the future and hence the devices with
large l will keep its effecriveness in VTCMOS.
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Fig. I Schematics of VTCMOS characteristics
with different 1. Degraded on-current of large y
devices can be compensated and higher on-current
can be achieved by utilizing VTCMOS when
lAvbslis larger than a critical value (Vo).
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Fig.2 A device structure assumed in the device simulations. (a) A schematic of
the structure and (b). the profile of channel. Assuming an ideal step shape, the
depletion width is controlled by the depth of the second layer and Vn is controlled
by the concentration and type of dopant. A non-doped layer with 5nm thick (Nu =
l0lscrn 3) is inserted in order to avoid the inaccuracy of model for the dependence of
mobility on the impurity concentrations.
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Fig. 4 Schematics of compensation mechanism for the degraded on-cunent in the
device with large y by VTCMOS. (a) When lAvbul = 0V, larger y device has
smaller on-current due to higher V6 and smaller g,o. (b) When lAvbsl = Vor, V6
becomes silme as that of smaller y device, while the oz-current remains smaller due
to smaller g*. (c) When lAvbsl = Vo, smaller g, is compensated by lower V6 and
the same az-current is achieved as smaller ydevicp.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of characteristics in the active
mode on lAV6rl and y. (a) On-current and O) V,n.

There are two critical values of lAV6rl, Vo and Vo1,

in terms of on-current and V6, respectively.

Table 1 Device parameters for simulations.

Tech. Node 180nm 130nm 100nm 70nm 50nm 35nm

I-s (nm) 140 85 65 45 32 22

Vao (V) 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.4

I* (nm) 3 2.5 2 1.5 t 0.7

X (nm) 50 35 30 20 15 10

/.n(nA/pm) 5 10 20 40 80 160

/ar (pA/pm)
ttfl P6m.t

5 10 20 40 80 160

Vo ' .g'

o ""'n''- v*

Tech. Node:1S0nm \r, _ (a)
!66 = '1.8V

l00f 1p 10p 100p 1n 10n 100n
loff,standby (A/prn)
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derived from Vo and V61.
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Fig. 6 Trends of Vo and its components. The device parameters are based on
ITRS (fable l) [9]. Two scenarios for stand-by of-current are assumed. (a) High
performance and (b) low power.
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